each day we are bombarded by the layers of the episteme such as obama said this and that and there will be no gas pipelines from russia no it was only fifteen minutes before the djinns would possess him because organizations can be divided into five types etc. etc. in other words take each branch and plot each and make your own plots and get scared get frightened of everything to draw your own borders but fail to create your own lines of flight as you give some incidents as gifts to those who leave you breathless victimizing yourself at the same time but no I am not talking about nihilism neither saying right sit back and relax didn’t they murder people on the mountains I mean nazis therefore there is only one distinction that is the good and the bad and beyond the good and the bad no still I am not talking about pessimism yet if such is the situation if this is the situation i.e. the situation of everyone against everyone that is zero analysis I am the zero then and I wait and wait without waiting more or less

“when all the hope is gone there is no reason for pessimism”

Fig. 3. “Last Vestiges of Becoming-Child,”
watercolor, acrylic, pen, pencil, 15 × 20 cm, 2016.